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ARCHITECTURE AT KABAH, YUCATAN, MEXICO

The earliest known descriptions and illustrations of the ruins of

Kabah come from John Lloyd Stephens and Frederick Catherwood

(Stephens, 1843) who learned of their existence while they were

working at the even then well-known site of L'xmal. situated some

20 kilometers to the northwest (fig. 1). They also made a sketch

map of the site, showing the principal structures in the site core

(fig. 2). Stephens and Catherwood were followed by other early

explorers including Charnay (1887) and Maler (n.d.). Although

Maler's notes, drawings, and photos of Kabah have yet to be

published'1, it is known that he made 20 photographs of the major

structures at Kabah, including all of those first located earlier by

Stephens and Catherwood.

During the early part of the present century, additional

notes on the site were provided by Mariscal (1928), Marquina

(1928), Reygadas (1928), and Pijoan (1946) and in the late 1930's,

an extensive architectural survey of the then exposed remains was

made by Harry Pollock and others from the Carnegie Institution of

Washington, although Pollock's data was not published until 1980.

Alberto Ruz (1948) undertook salvage work at the site, including

the outlying Site 137 group during highway construction in 1948.

The map included in Pollock's study was made by E.M. Shook and

my map (Andrews, 1975) was based on Shook's map (fig. 3). I

began my own investigations at Kabah in I960 and these have

continued up to the present (1994).
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The earliest efforts at excavation and consolidation of the

major structures at Kabah were undertaken by Raul Pavon (1951)

and Ponciano Salazar (1952-53), both of INAH, Mexico. No other

major excavation and/or consolidation projects were undertaken

until 1990, when archaeologists from the Centro Regional de

Yucatan (led by Roman Carrasco) began a series of excavation

projects involving Structure 1A1 in the western sector and

Structures 2C1-2C9 in the eastern sector, and this work continued

through 1993, A series of papers by Ramon Carrasco (1991),

Carrasco et al 1993) and Carrasco and Perez (1993) describe the

results of this work.

SITE ORGANIZATION

The map of the central core area of Kabah (fig. 3) shows

the principal exposed building remains in the site center together

with some of the larger unexcavated mounds, representing faHen

masonry structures. Most of the smaller structures and house

platforms within the area covered by this map are not shown, and

according to Dunning (1992) settlement remains are known to

radiate outward from the site core, particularly to the north and

along the sacbe leading northwest from Kabah to Nohpat. In this

connection, Carrasco et. al (1991) located six groups of essentiaUy

residential structures outside the main center during their

reconnaissance of the environs of Kabah. located principally to the

north, west and south. Dunning (pers. comm.) believes that the

site has a considerable E-W extension as well, and if this estimate
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is correct, the site might have a settlement area approaching 10

square kilometers.

The map shows that the central core area is divided into

three main zones, (including: 1) a western zone; 2) a central zone;

and 3) an eastern zone, the latter lying east of the present

highway running north-south which bisects the site (fig. 4). As

noted many years ago by PoUock (1980:140), these three zones are

organized along north-south axes but the larger structures in

both the western and eastern zones overlook one another, forming

an east-west axis of some importance.

The western zone consists of several large palace-type

buildings (Structures 1A1, 1A2, 2A1) together with a number of

smaUer range structures situated on top of a series of contiguous

terraces strung out along the top of a long north-south ridge

(fig. 5). A group of smaller structures (Structures 1A3-1A6) can

be found on the eastern slope of ridge (fig. 6). The major

structures in both groups face east, overlooking both the central

and eastern zones.

The central zone consists of the complex of structures

dominated by the largest pyramid at Kabah (Structure 1B2, fig. 7)

and its ancillary structures (1B3 plus unnumbered mounds)

together with a now-fallen and overgrown quadrangle and other

mounds lying south of the 1B2 complex. The western edge of this

zone is marked by the famous free-standing portal vault

(Structure 1B1, fig. 8). The causeway running in a northwesterly

direction from this monument leads to Nohpat and thence to the

outskirts of Uxmal (fig. 9). A short distance south of the central
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zone is what appears to be a "suburban" cermonial group (Group

of Structure 3B1) which is connected to the central zone by a

north-south sacbe originating in the southern part of the central

zone. See Pollock (149-150) for discussion of Group of Structure

3B1.

The eastern sector (East Group), which is situated on the

east side of the modern highway bisecting the site from north to

south (fig. 10) includes three large Type II palace complexes

(Structures 2C2, 2C3, and 2C6), together with several smaller

vaulted masonry range-type buildings (Structures 2C1, 2C4, 2C8,

fig. 11). Two long, unnumbered foundation braces and other

mounds are found on a lower terrace north of Structure 2C1. The

larger structures are all sited on a series of contiguous terraces

with their high sides on the west as the natural ground slopes

upward to the east. Further to the east are other mostly fallen

range buildings as well as a moderately well-preserved range

building (Structure 1C1) with five rooms in line.

I believe that both the eastern and western sectors at

Kabah are essentially elite residential areas while the central

sector seems to mark the civic-ceremonial portion of the site. The

basic site organization seen here corresponds to Dunnings Nohpat-

Yakalxiu community core model (Dunning, 1992: fig. 5-20) wherein

sites with this basic plan center on a pyramid compound of civic-

ceremonial architecture arranged in a series of contiguous

courtyards (generally lacking chultuns) and commonly dominated

by a pyramidal structure, usually at their northern extreme (fig.

12) what appears to be elite residential compounds (with chultuns
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and metates) are located in semi-contiguous groups adjacent to

the civic/ceremonial complex.

DATA BANK AND STYLISTIC ANALYSIS

As noted above, while Stephens (1843) and Catherwood

(1844) provided the earliest record of the architecture at Kabah,

the most complete record (up to 1940) was provided by Harry

Pollock (1980) as part of his monumental architectural survey of

the Puuc region. My own Architectural Data Bank (Andrews, n.d.)

includes detailed data on nearly all the buildings recorded earlier

by Pollock, as well as much new data on the buildings involved in

the recent excavation and consolidation projects carried out by

staff from the CRY of INAH, Mexico. This enlarged data base has

allowed for a detailed analysis of the forms and stylistic attributes

of all the exposed architectural remains at Kabah as well as some

insights in regard to its chronology and its role in the cultural

history of the Puuc region as a whole.

As shown in our stylistic analysis (Table 1), the vaulted

masonry buildings at Kabah which are sufficiently well preserved

to provide adequate stylistic data, include buildings executed in

four of the seven Puuc styles as presently understood. These

include buildings in the Early Puuc, Colonnette, Mosaic, and

Intermediate styles. No buildings in the earliest Puuc styles

(Early Oxkintok and Proto-Puuc) have yet been found at Kabah

nor have any buildings in the Late L'xmal style been identified.

This somewhat restricted stylistic sequence corresponds rather

closely with that seen at the nearby site of Sayil, where the
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recently recorded data from a larger number of vaulted masonry

buildings shows the same stylistic limitation. At Sayil, this

limitation has been interpreted to mean that it was essentially a

single period site (A.D. 800-1000) and this interpretation was

strengthened by the fact that most of the ceramics recovered at

Sayil from either excavation or surface coUections could be

assigned to the Cehpech complex, which is bebeved to cover the

same time period (Tourtellot et. al; 1988, 1989)". While no

definitive analysis of the ceramics at Kabah has yet been made,

the stylistic attributes of its architectural remains and preliminary

studies of its ceramics suggest that like Sayil, it might also be

considered as a single period site, although as we shall see later,

Carrasco and Perez (1993) have raised some interesting questions

about its later chronology, particularly in relation to nearby sites

such as Uxmal and Sayil.

BUILDING FORMS AND ROOM TYPOLOGY

As of 1994, some architectural data has been recorded from

31 different structures at Kabah, including several ceremonial

platforms and foundation braces in addition to the more numerous

vaulted masonry buildings. These structures are listed in chart

form (Table 2) together with their basic form and number of rooms

(where applicable). In addition to several well-known forms such

as range-type buildings, portal vaults, pyramid-temples, small,

free-standing platforms, and foundation braces, this table includes

data on seven Type I and Type II "palace" buildings, the latter

referring to large, multichambered, vaulted masonry buildings with



10 or more rooms. Elsewhere (Andrews, n.d.) I have described the

three basic types of "palaces" (Types I, II, III) as found at sites

in the Puuc region in some detail and for the sake of clarity,

these are repeated below.

Type I Puuc palaces include all one-story range-type

buildings with 10 rooms or more (fig. 13). The extant examples

include buildings with one to three parallel rows of rooms, some

with lateral rooms at the ends. In other regions (c.f. Tikal), there

are many large range-type buildings with two levels of rooms, one

directly above the other, but there are no known examples of this

two-story form in the Puuc region.

Type II Puuc palaces, are forms in which a solid, artificial

masonry core is surrounded on all sides by rows of rooms opening

to the exterior (fig. 14). Buildings of this type may have one,

two, or more rarely, three levels of rooms, and in the cases of the

multilevel structures, the upper level(s) of rooms are supported

on solid cores below. Most examples of this form have 10 rooms

or more but there are a few examples with 8 or 9 rooms.

Type III palace complexes are defined as complexes sited on

hilltops (low or high) which have two basic components: 1) one or

more rows of rooms at the edge of a terrace which has been

formed by leveling the top of a hill; and 2) one or more buildings

occupying the top of this terrace (fig. 15). In most cases, the roof

of the rooms at the edge of the terrace is level with the top of

the terrace but in a few cases, the roof of these rooms is about a

meter higher than the top of the terrace behind It is the

combination of the lower level rooms at the edge of the terrace
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together with the structure(s) on the upper level that give these

complexes their unique form.

As can be seen in Table 2, the majority (5) of the 7 large

"palaces" at Kabah are Type II buildings, and there are two large

Type I palace buildings. There are no real Type III complexes

although all the largest buildings stand on high platforms or

terraces. The smaller vaulted masonry buildings are range-type

structures, with one to eight rooms, and only one of these

(superstructure of 1B2) can be classified as a temple.

ROOM TYPOLOGY

In an earlier study of large Puuc palace buildings and

complexes, I noted that the data from over 120 different large

palaces scattered throughout the Puuc region showed that there

are 6 basic room/doorway configurations utilized in these

buildings, 4 of which represent suites of two or more rooms. This

room/doorway typology applies equally well to smaller vaulted

masonry buildings as weU and these six types are shown in

Figure 1G. As shown in figure 16, Type A rooms are single rooms

with one exterior doorway, while Type B single rooms have

multiple entrances formed by doorway columns or multiple

individual doorways. Type C suites consist of two rooms, with one

room behind the other; the exterioir room has only a single

doorway to the outside. Type D suites also have two rooms, one

behind the other, but the exterior room has multiple exterior

doorways (2 or more). Type E suites have two or more rooms in a

row, wherein the extra room(s) are entered from doorway(s) in the
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ends of the main room, which has a single exterior doorway. Type

F suites have a main exterior room, with one or more rooms

behind, and may have rooms at the ends of the main room(s) as

well. The main exterior room has multiple doorways, formed either

by doorway columns or multiple individual doorways.

In attempting to assign any specific uses to the various

room types, we are seriously hampered by the fact that nearly all

of the rooms of any type are "use neutral" in the sense that they

are about the same size and included a standardized set of built-

in interior features which does not allow for any plausable

differentiation. These standardized features include the following:

1. Rod sockets in door jambs (generally 1 high, 2 below).

2. Cordholders in interior walls, adjacent to doorways (high

and low, both sides of doorways).

3. One to three rows of wooden crossbeams in vaults.

4. Raised floors in rear or side rooms, where such rooms

are present.

5. Small "vent" holes (about 16 cm. square) in exterior

walls, immediately below mdedial moldings. Number and location

varies.

6. Shallow, projecting moldings just below capstones.

7. Shallow offsets at vault springline, both in long walls

and end walls.

8. AU interior surfaces (floors, walls, vaults, capstones, and

platforms, where present, finished with smooth coat of plaster.

The above standard features are almost universaUy present

in all rooms of vaulted, masonry Puuc buildings, including those
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at Kabah, and thus provide no real clues as to the functions of

average sized rooms. Very small rooms, or those considerably

above average in size, might well have been "special purpose"

rooms, even though they may lack "special" interior features.

In spite of the limitation noted above, some suggestions

have been made in regard to how the various room/doorway types

could have been used. For example. Kurjack (1990) has suggested

that Type A single rooms seem well suited for residential usage,

particularly those found in the large Puuc palaces. Their single

exterior doorways, almost universally equipped with both

cordholders and rod sockets, allow for maximum privacy. Type A

rooms average around 2.5 x 5-7 meters in size, which makes them

about the same size in area as typical pole-and-thatch dwellings

used by ancient Maya families. Some of the Type A rooms were

probably used for temporary residential purposes, for example as

guest quarters for visiting elites from other communities. It is

reasonable to assume that those in the lower eschelons of the elite

class lived in the Type A rooms as those in the higher eschelons

could be expected to enjoy more space per person.

Both the Type C and Type E suites, which have single

exterior doorways, also seem well suited to residential usage. As

suggested by TourteUot et. al (1992):

"Apartments (two to four interconnected rooms with a

single outside entrance) certainly indicate a more

specialized use of interior space and may indicate

occupation by larger co-residential groups that only

13
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an elite could sustain or a combination of elite family

quarters and servant rooms"

In contrast, Type B single rooms and Type D and F suites,

all of which have multiple exterior doorways, seem better suited to

more public, non-residential purposes. Possible uses include

antechambers, audience halls, shrines, offices, artisan's workshops,

and storage rooms. Still, any of the rooms or suites could be

used for almost any purpose, depending on how they were

equipped with perishable furnishings, but we have no data in

regard to such perishable items.

Table 3 shows the room by room analysis of all the large

palaces and palace complexes at Kabah with reference to the room

typology described above. As can be seen in this table, the vast

majority of all the rooms in the palaces are Type A single rooms

and Type C pairs of rooms. We have already noted that both of

these room types are well suited to residential use and unless

otherwise noted, it is assumed that this represents the most likely

use for all rooms of these two types. The Type B single rooms,

and Type D and F suites are assumed to have been used for non

residential purposes, although in most cases there are insufficient

data to indicate specific uses.

The above assessment accords well with other indicators of

building and room function, such as the presence or absence of

chultuns in association with particular palace complexes and/or the

presence of associated small masonry structures and foundation

braces, which may have provided the supporting service facilities

required for the palace compounds, including dwellings for
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servants. These service areas would also have to include

chultuns since cooking, clothes washing, and other water-using

activities would be part and parcel of their "service" functions.

An excellent example of the above relationships can be seen in the

East Group where there are at least four chultuns in the central

court and another in the lower terrace to the north. The lower

terrace also supports two foundation braces and a small platform

which appear to represent the "service" structures, including

dwellings for servants, associated with the large palaces,

Structures 2C2 and 2C3 (fig. 17).

ARCHITECTURAL SEQUENCE AND CHRONOLOGY

On the basis of their architectural style, the earliest known

buildings at Kabah are those executed in the Early Puuc style.

As presently known, this group includes Structures 1A3, 1A5, and

1A6 in the western zone, Structure 1B1 (Portal Vault) in the

central sector, and Structures 2C1, 2C8 (lower) and Structure 2C9

in the eastern zone. Among the most important diagnostic

features of this style are single-member, rectangular base

moldings, plain lower wall zones, doorways with multiple entrances

formed by round columns with square capitals, single-member,

rectangular medial moldings, many of which break up over

doorways, and generally plain upper wall zones which lack cornice

moldings (fig. 18). Many of the small, temple-type Early Puuc

buildings carry high, slotted roofcombs covered with elaborate

stucco sculptures (fig 19). While there are no buildings in the

urban core showing earlier stylistic attributes, Carrasco and Perez
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(1993) located a building to the north (Structure 1B16) which had

a stepped vault, one of the diagnostic traits of buildings in the

Proto-Puuc style, but the presence of round columns in its

doorways suggested it might be later (transitional).

The presence of several Early Puuc style buildings at Kabah is

consistent with conditions at nearby sites such as Nohpat, Sayil,

and Labna, all of which also have several Early Puuc style

buildings, as does Uxmal, which is connected to Kabah, via Nohpat,

by the sacbe commencing at Structure 1B1. Elsewhere, I have

noted (Andrews, 1983, 1985, 1990) that Early Puuc style buildings

are found at sites both large and small throughout both the

eastern and western parts of the Puuc region so their presence at

Kabah should come as no surprise. I have also noted earlier that

most of the earliest buildings in the Puuc region, i.e., Early

Oxkintok and Proto-Puuc style buildings, are found in the western

Puuc sector.

The Early Puuc style buildings were followed by Structure

2C3, a large, two-story Type II Palace building executed in a

transitional style which I have caUed the Intermediate Puuc style

(Andrews, 1990). This building has no remaining decorative forms

in either its lower or upper wall zones but the upper wall zone

includes a number of projecting stones which probably once

supported stucco sculptures, now fallen, (fig. 20). Stucco facade

sculpture is an early trait, associated mostly with Early Puuc

style buildings and stucco facade sculptures are not found in any

of the later Puuc styles (Colonnette, Mosaic, and Late Uxmal

styles). Sloping upper wall zones are also an early trait as shown

in Structure A-l at Xkipche (Andrews, 1992).

The later buildings at Kabah commence with those executed

in the classic Puuc Colonnette style (Structures 1A4, 1C1, 2C2,

2C5? and 2C7. In this style, colonnettes, with and without spools,
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are found in base, medial, and cornice moldings, as well as in

both lower and upper walls, and at corners. The colonnettes may

be used in continuous rows in the upper wall zone (Structure 1C1,

fig. 21) while both lower and upper wall zones may include plain

and banded colonnettes in groups of 2 to 5, as well as corner

columns, both single and in groups of three (Structure 2C2, fig.

22). I suspect that both Structure 1A4 and 2C2 are quite early in

the Colonnette phase, as both buildings have sloping upper wall

zones, which is generally recognized as an early trait (Andrews,

1992).

The colonnette style buildings were followed by (or perhaps

even contemporary with) those executed in the classic Puuc Mosaic

style. Included in this latter group are Structures 1A1 (lower

level), 1A2, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, and 2C6 (western rooms), the latter

building better known as the Codz Poop (fig. 23). As described

by numerous authors, including myself (Andrews, 1982, 1985, 1990),

buildings executed in the Mosaic style have upper facades more or

less filled with geometric forms executed as mosaics, in which the

larger forms are made up of a series of smaller blocks. Prominent

among these motifs are latticework, both simple and complex,

colonnettes, both plain and banded, large frets and stepped frets,

mat symbols, and long-nosed masks (sometimes called Chac masks)

which are generally found in stacks over doorways or at corners

of buildings (fig. 24).

Structures 1A1 and 1A2 are of particular interest since both

appear to have featured special designs in their upper wall zones

which I have caUed "geometric masks" (Andrews, 1987) as well as
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large zoomorphic masks around important central doorways (fig.

25). In the case of Structure 1A2 this latter mask, though now

mostly fallen, surrounded the doorway of the projecting facade of

Room 7 while in Structure 1A1, a similar mask surrounds the

doorway to Room 21 on the upper level (fig. 26). It is noteworthy

that details of the latter mask are remarkably similar to those

seen on Temple IV of the Adivino Pyramid at Uxmal and I will

come back to this point later.

The Mosaic style buildings appear to have been followed by

two other constructions, which Carrasco and Perez (1993) have

caUed "Late Puuc". I would prefer to use the term "Late Kabah"

since architecture in this style appears to be confined to Kabah,

and might be considered as analagous to the Late Uxmal style

structures at Uxmal. The first of the Late Kabah constructions

consists of the east rooms of the Codz Poop (Structure 2C6) as

well as the rooms at both ends (Rooms 15-16 and 26-27)." The

lower wall zone of the east rooms is completely filled with panels

of simple latticework, alternating with vertical rows of half-

trapezoids separated by X-shapes, and includes groups of three

colonnettes with spools at the corners (fig. 27). The exterior end

rooms (Rooms 15 and 26) show square, column-like jambs similar in

design to the square columns seen in the Venus Temple and

Building Y of the Nunnery Quadrangle at Uxmal (figs. 28 &. 29).

The central portion of the upper waU zone of the east rooms

includes 7 large standing human figures, executed in the round,

which are popularly known as representations of the "King of

Kabah" (fig. 30). These projecting figures appear against a
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background of elaborate featherwork, executed in shallow relief

(fig. 31). Both jambs of the central east room (Room 21) are

sculptured with human figures and hieroglyphic inscriptions (figs

32 & 33) and I will return to the significance of these jambs later.

All of the details of the facades of the east rooms of the Codz

Poop differ from those found in typical Mosaic style buildings and

strike me as very late.

The other Late Kabah construction appears to be

represented by the rooms on the upper level of Structure 1A1

(Rooms 21 and 22), together with their supporting platform and

projecting stairway on the east side (fig. 34). These three

components are clearly secondary to the rooms on the lower level

as is the stairway on the east side. The exterior doorway of the

outer room of this addition was surrounded by a large zoomorphic

mask (fig. 35) and the doorway itself included sculptured jambs

showing some stylistic characteristics similar to those seen in the

sculptured jambs of the doorway to Room 21 on the east side of

the Codz Poop (figs. 36 & 37). The north jamb also includes a

panel of hieroglyphic inscriptions which have not yet yielded a

reliable date (fig. 38). The architectural details of the upper level

rooms are at odds with the Late Kabah dating indicated by the

sculptured jambs and I will return to this point later.

In a recent paper, Carrasco and Perez (1993) have also

discussed the architecture at Kabah in some detail and their

stylistic sequence more or less agrees with mine up to this point.

However, they have suggested that construction at Kabah

continued on into the Postclassic period when buildings in a style
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they have called "Puuc Postclassic" were erected, and cited

Structure 2C4 as an example of a building in this style (fig. 39).

According to Carrasco and Perez, this style is marked by a

change in the layout of rooms as well as the introduction of

pilasters, similar to those seen in the Toltec-Maya buildings at

Chichen Itza. For my own part, I am not yet convinced that

Structure 2C4 differs in any significant ways from other Classic

Puuc Intermediate style buildings with multiple doorways and

rather plain facades, although it is clear that it represents a later

addition to Structure 2C3, to which it is attached at the northwest

corner of 2C3. The question here, of course, is how much later?

While it was not specifically mentioned by them, I believe that

Carrasco and Perez also consider Structure 2C8-upper (1-room

building) to be a Postclassic structure.

To summarize, the architectural sequence at Kabah seems to

involve at least five, and probably six, phases as Hsted below:

1. Early Puuc -

1A3, 1A5, 1A6, 1B1, 2C1, 2C8 (lower), 2C9.

2. Intermediate -

2C3, 1B2?, 3B1 (transitional)

3. Colonnette -

1A4, 1C1, 2C2. 2C7

4. Mosaic - 1A1 (lower) 1A2, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, 2C6 (western

rooms).

5. Late Kabah (Late Puuc) - 1A1 (upper level), 2C6 (eastern

rooms)

6. Postclassic -

2C4, 2C8 (upper) and reuse of upper

level) of 1A1 and eastern rooms of 2C6

While the basic architectural sequence at Kabah seems

reasonably secure, with the possible exception of the proposed
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Postclassic phase, the specific chronology of the various phases is

not yet entirely clear, particularly in regard to the latter part of

the Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic periods (A.D. 900-1150).

This uncertainty is due in large part to the fact that the

chronology proposed by Carrasco and Perez (1991, 1993) for the

later buildings at Kabah is at odds with the architectural data

from certain "key" structures at Kabah and is also at odds with

the proposed chronology of latest buildings at Uxmal (Late Uxmal

style buildings) as outlined by Dunning and Kowalsi (1994). In

their review of the architecture, architectural sculpture, and

hieroglyphic inscriptions at Kabah, Carrasco and Perez (ibid) made

reference to four Gobernantes (rulers) at Kabah who were shown

on sculptured lintels or jambs in four different buildings. These

buildings and their proposed dates based on sculptural style

and/or hieroglyphic inscriptions are given below.

1. Structure 1A1, lower level (lintel) A.D. 890

2. Structure 2A3 (jambs) A.D. 950

3. Structure 2C6, east rooms (jambs) A.D. 987

4. Structure 1A1, upper level (jambs) A.D. 1050 (+/-)

These dates are considerably later than the dates proposed

by Dunning and Kowalski (ibid) for the latest buildings at Uxmal

(Late Uxmal style buildings) which they believe should be dated

no later than A.D. 895-907. Their dating is based primarily on

Kowalski's interpretation of inscriptions found on the Ballcourt

rings and on capstones in the Nunnery Quadrangle. The

Carrasco-Perez dates are also considerably later than the dates I

2-1
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have earlier proposed for the Kabah buildings (Andrews, 1990)

based on their architectural style.

In a series of papers dealing with Puuc architecture and

architectural styles (Andrews, 1982, 1985, 1990) I have argued

that buildings in the Classic Puuc Colonnette, Mosaic, and

Intermediate styles should probably be dated ca. A.D. 770-900+,

and were followed by the Late Uxmal style buildings (confined to

Uxmal) which might be dated as late as A.D. 1000-1050. The later

dates proposed for Uxmal have support from others (Ball, 1979;

Barrera Rubio, 1987; Lincoln, 1986; Robles and A. Andrews, 1986,

Kurjack et al. 1991). The three differing chronological schema

described above are shown in chart form in Figure 40, where it

can be seen that it is only during the later years (A.D. 900-1200)

where serious temporal differences occur.

In analyzing these differences, it is important to keep in

mind that they arise in part from the extent to which data from

architecture, sculpture or inscriptions is emphasized. The

architectural data bearing on the dates of the key buildings at

Kabah (1A1, 2A3, 2C6) are summarized below.

1. The architectural, decorative, and construction features

of the rooms on the lower level of Structure 1A1 include only the

basic diagnostic features of the classic Puuc Mosaic architectural

style. Among these are the "geometric masks" in the upper wall

zone of the east facade, only a portion of which can now be seen.

Proskouriakoff (1950) suggested that the carved wooden lintel

from Room 6, which was illustrated by Catherwood (fig. 41) should

be dated not earlier than 9.18.0.0.0 (A.D. 790) and possibly falls in
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Cycle 10. Thus on the basis of style (architecture and sculpture)

a date of ca. A.D. 830-850 seems more appropriate rather than the

A.D. 890 date proposed by Carrasco and Perez.

2. While Structure 2A3 is now badly faHen, and no facade

details are presently visible, its ground plan, together with a few

sculptured facade stones seen in its debris, suggest that

stylistically it was much like Structure 2A2 and 2A1, both of which

show only classic Puuc Mosaic style architectural, construction,

and decorative features. These can best be seen on the southeast

corner of Structure 2A1 where the upper facade is decorated with

a combination of colonnettes, simple latticework, and long-nosed

corner masks, coupled with decorated medial and cornice

moldings. (fig. 41). Sculptured stones from the same motifs are

found in the debris of Structure 2A2. Prouskouriakoff (ibid)

referred to the sculptured jambs of Structure 2A3 as Late

Yucatan, variant in style and noted that they showed Maya figures

of the Chichen Itza type (fig. 42). These stylistic attributes

suggest a date not later than 880-900 for Structure 2A3 as

opposed to the date of A.D. 950 as proposed by Carrasco and

Perez.

3. The stylistic attributes of the east rooms of the Codz

Poop (Structure 2C6) are somewhat more complex. First off, I

believe that the eastern rooms of 2C6 (Rooms 15-27) represent a

later addition to the western rooms (Rooms 1-14). How much later

of course is the real question. The facades of both the eastern

and western rooms are clearly atypical, as far as the basic Puuc

Mosaic style is concerned.'4 The seemingly endless repetition of
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the long-nosed masks which fill the base molding, lower and upper

facades of the western rooms might be called "decadent" (fig. 43),

suggesting a date near the end of the Mosiac phase, and the use

of simple latticework and columns of half-trapezoids separated by

X-shapes in the lower wall zone of the east rooms also seem late

as do the square column-like jambs of the end rooms (Rooms 15

and 26, fig. 44). The latter are similar to the square columns

found in the doorway of the Venus Temple and Structure Y of the

Nunnery Quadrangle at Uxmal but are nearly identical to the

column-like jambs seen in the Palace at Santa Rosa Xtampak (fig.

45) and Structure 2 at Macoba (fig. 46), both of which are Late

Classic Chenes style buildings.

The elaborate shallow relief feathered headdresses which

serve as the background for the standing figures of the "King of

Kabah" (fig. 30) in the upper facade of the east rooms are much

like those seen in two different panels in the upper facade of the

West Building of the Nunnery Quadrangle at Uxmal, which is

clearly a Late Uxmal style structure (fig. 47). The large standing

facade figures themselves are similar to the shallow relief figures

of the same personage shown in the jambs of Room 21 below,

which seem Toltec inspired (figs. 32&33). None of the above

details suggest a specific date for the east rooms of 2C6 but aU

indications are that they are very late in the Puuc sequence, and

might weU fall in the first half of the 10th century. The date of

A.D. 987 for the jambs of Room 21 by Carrasco and Perez is based

on their interpretation of the glyphs on the north jamb which

they read as 2 Chuen 4 Xul (written 3 Xul in the "Yucatecan"
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style) with a period ending of 2 Tun, giving a Maya date of

10.7.19.5.11 (A.D. 987). It is noteworthy that the somewhat late

Carrasco-Perez date falls well within what I have called the Late

Uxmal phase at Uxmal (A.D. 900 to 1000-1050).

4. The upper level rooms of Structure 1A1 are a real

puzzle. While they obviously represent a later addition to the

lower level rooms, there is a real question as to how many years

elapsed between the construction of the lower level rooms and

those on the upper level. We have already noted that the

doorway to the outer room on the upper level (Room 21) was

surrounded by a zootuorphic mask, with details much like those

seen in the so-caUed Chenes mask surrounding the doorway of

Temple IV of the Adivino Pyramid at Uxmal (fig. 48). Since Temple

IV clearly antedates the Late Uxmal style building on the

uppermost level of the Adivino Pyramid (Temple V) by a number of

years, the former should faH within the dates proposed for the

classic Mosaic style buildings at Uxmal; i.e. not later than A.D. 900.

Given the similarity of the Uxmal and Kabah masks, it seems

logical that they should be roughly contemporary, suggesting a

date not later than A.D. 900 for the Kabah mask as well as that at

Uxmal. Pollock (1980:142) believed that the upper level rooms of

1A1 at Kabah were unfinished, since the lack of specialized vault

stones in the debris indicated that the rooms were never vaulted,

a situation similar to that seen in Structure 2C7 at Kabah, a

typical classic Puuc Mosaic style building which was also left

unfinished.
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In contrast, the sculptured lintels of the doorway to Room 21 of

Structure 2CG have been tentatively dated to the middle of the

11th century (1050 +/-) by Carrasco and Perez, based on their

stylistic attributes, which to some extent emulate those seen in the

Codz Poop jambs. Carrasco and Perez also report that 27 percent

of the ceramics recovered from the upper level pertained to the

Sotuta complex, giving added weight to their late dating of the

sculptured jambs. The presence of the Sotuta ceramics should not

come as a surprise, however, since these might weU be mostly a

postclassic deposit collected from the surface rather than

excavation. The hieroglyphic inscriptions on the jambs, and others

on stones recovered from the debris, have not yet produced a

reliable date.

The basic problem I see with the dating of the upper level

rooms of 1A1 is why should a Chenes-like zoomorphic mask appear

on a building dated at A.D. 1050 when similar masks were being

used at Uxmal at least a century and a half earlier? Secondly, if

Pollock (1980:142) is correct, and Rooms 21 and 22 were not

vaulted (left unfinished), the sculptured jambs could well be later

additions, postdating the masks by a considerable number of

years. Given these questions, I believe the jury is still out on

the dating of these rooms and wiU await additional data from sub

surface excavations in the upper level platform and rooms before

accepting the very late dates proposed by Carrasco-Perez.
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CONCLUSIONS:

It seems to me that the "foreign" influences (Mexican,

Toltec, Chenes, or ?) seen at Kabah occur at about the same level

as they do at Uxmal; both are essentially Late Terminal Classic

Puuc sites with a few non-Puuc manifestations, the latter

restricted to sculpture from architecture and monuments. At

Uxmal, these influences are confined to one stela (Stela 14),

together with the serpent heads and/or feathered serpents seen

in the Late Uxmal style buildings and ballcourt, the Tlalocs seen

in the North Building of the Nunnery and the Lower West Building

of the Adivino Pyramid, and the four "Chenes" buildings. The

skull and crossbone sculptures of the Cemetary Group should also

be included in this list.

At Kabah, the non-Maya motifs are essentially confined to

the three pairs of sculptured jambs found in Structures 1A1, 2A3,

and 2C6, together with the seven large sculptured figures from

the upper facade of the east rooms of Structure 2C6 and the

Chenes-type zoomorphic masks found on Structures 1A1 (upper)

and 1A2. There are no Toltec or Mexican influences in the

architectural features in the buildings at Kabah although we have

already noted that certain Classic Puuc mosaic decorative motifs

have been used in atypical locations.

While the sculptured jambs and zoomorphic masks at Kabah

do indicate outside influences, these influences were not strong

and their timing is still a matter of dispute. My own feeling is

that the sculptured jambs of 2C6 and 1A1 (upper) should be

assigned to the same time frame as the Late Uxmal style buildings
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at Uxmal (A.D. 900-1000/1050), while those of Structure 2A3 seem

to fall in the latter part of the Classic Puuc Mosaic phase as

discussed earlier. To some degree, then, my interpretation of the

chronology at Kabah corresponds more to the chronology proposed

by Carrasco and Perez rather than the earlier dates proposed at

Kabah by Dunning and Kowalski. While the latter dates were made

in reference to Uxmal only, by inference they refer to the Puuc

region as a whole, including Kabah. Thus we have a gap of 100-

150 years between the latest buildings at Uxmal as proposed by

Dunning and Kowalski and the latest buildings at Kabah as

proposed by Carrasco and Perez and myself.

At the moment there appears to be no way of reconciling

these differing views of the last major construction phases at

Uxmal and Kabah. and one of them surely must be in error. For

me, the best "fit" between events at Uxmal and Kabah during the

latter half of the Terminal Classic period (A.D. 900-1000) is one in

which the Late Uxmal style structures at Uxmal are roughly

contemporary with the so-called Late Kabah style structures at

Kabah. This assumes that the "Chenes-style" masks at both sites

are roughly contemporary and that both predate the Late Uxmal

or Late Kabah architecture at their respective sites. The

assumption that the Late Uxmal and Late Kabah structures are

contemporary would account for the "Toltec" influences which are

present at both sites. In summation, what we can presently see

in the way of exposed building remains at Kabah provides us with

tantilizing, and somewhat conflicting glimpses of its cultural

history but more data from several lines of inquiry (architecture,
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sculpture, epigraphy, excavation) must be produced before a truly

comprehensive picture will finally emerge.
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KABAH - NOTES

1. Maler's data from Kabah will be included in a soon to be

published series of 3 vols, entitled Peninsula Yucatan, edited

and annotated by H.J. Prem, Ibero-Amerikanische Institut,

Berlin.

2. Recent studies of Cepech ceramics suggests that the Cepech

Complex extends well back into the Late Classic period and

possibly even earlier (Dunning, pers. comm.).

3. Pollock (1980:194) believed that the north and south end

rooms (Rooms 14-15 and 26-27) were contemporary with the

western rooms (Rooms 1-14). Recent excavations of the

northeast corner of the Codz Poop have shown that both

pairs of end rooms were added at the same time as the

eastern rooms since the facade treatment of the lower wall

zone of the north end, which has been cleared as far as the

east jamb of Room 26, is the same as the lower wall zone of

the eastern rooms.

4. Nick Dunning (pers. comm.) has called to my attention the

fact that Structure 1 at Metate con Glifos (now mostly

fallen) appears to have had a facade similar to that of the

east facade of the Codz Poop since it also included simple

latticework, geometric decorative elements, long-nosed masks

in both lower and upper walls and tenoned three-quarter

round human figures.
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Table 1. STYLISTIC ANALYSIS OF BUILDINGS AT KABAH

Building Early Puuc Colonnette Mosaic Intermediate Other Data

X

X

1A1

1A2

1A3 X

1A4

1A5 X

1A6 X

1A7

1A8

1B1 X

1B2

1B3

1C1

1C2

1C3

2A1

2A2

2A3

2B1

2B2

2B3

2C1 X

2C2

2C3

2C4

2C5

2C6

2C7

2C8 X

2C9 X

3B1

X?

X?

X

X?

X?

X?

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

X HP

X HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

X HP

GFA, HP

X HP

X HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

X HP

X HP

HP

GFA, RC

GFA, HP

GFA, HP

GFA, RC

HP

GFA, HP, RC

HP

GFA, RC

GFA, RC

HP
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Table 2. BUILDING FORMS AND ROOM COUNTS - KABAH

Building Building form Rooms Remarks

Structure 1A1 2 story, Type II palace bldg. 22 2 rooms on upper level

Structure 1A2 1 story, Type I palace bldg. 18 See plan, fig.

Structure 1A3 1 story, range- type bldg. 4 2 rows of rooms

Structure 1A4 2 story, range- type bldg. 6 See plan, fig.

Structure 1A5 1 story, range-type bldg 3 "broken" medial molding

Structure 1A6 1 story, range- type building 6 2 rows of rooms

Structure 1A7 Foundation brace 5 mostly fallen

Structure 1A8 Foundation Brace 6 Mostly fallen

Structure 1B1 Free-standing portal vault - See map

Structure 1B2 Large pyramid-temple 4 Bldg. onupper level

Structure 1B3 Small pyramid- temple? 1 Foundation brace at top

Structure 1C1 1 story, range-type bldg. 5 Single line of rooms

Structure 1C2 Foundation brace? 6 mostly fallen

Structure 1C3 Foundation brace 3 Mostly fallen

Structure 2A1 2 story, Type II palace bldg. 21 See plan, fig.

Structure 2A2 1 story, range-type bldg. 6 See plan, fig.

Structure 2A3 1 story, range-type bldg. 6 See plan, fig.

Structure 2B1 Platform - See Pollock, 1980

Structure 2B2 Platform - See Pollock, 1980

Structure 2B3 1 story, range- type bldg. 8 Mostly fallen

Structure 2C1 1 story, Type I palace bldg. 12 See plan, fig.

Structure 2C2 2 story, Type II palace bldg. 32 See plan, fig.

Structure 2C3 2 story, Type II palace bldg 36 See plan, fig.

Structure 2C4 1 story, range-type bldg. 3 Vaults collapsed

Structure 2C5 1 story, range-type bldg. 5 single line of rooms

Structure 2C6 1 story, Type II palace bldg. 27 See plan, fig.

Structure 2C7 Unfinished, range-type bldg. 5 See Pollock, 1980

Structure 2C8 Single room bldg. (upper level) 1 Vault collapsed

Structure 2C8 1 story, range-type rooms 5 lower level rooms

Structure 2C9 1 story, range- type bldg. 8 See plan, fig.

Structure 3B1 Medium pyramid-temple 4? See pollock, 1980
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Table 3. Room Types in Large Palace Buildings at Kabah

BUILDING ROOMS

ROOM SPECIAL

TYPE FEATURES COMMENTS

1A1 1,4,5,8,12,13,14,

15, 16, 17

11, 18

2-3, 6-7, 9-10, 19-20,

21-22

MB/Rm. 5 Rooms 4 and 5 spec.

RH/Rm 4, 5 purpose

DC Special purpose rooms

C SJ/Rm. 21 Rooms 21 and 22

"
HI/Rm. 21 special purpose

1A2 1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10

11, 12, 13, 14

7-8, 15-16, 17-18

PC/Rm. 9

2A1

2C1

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 A

11, 14, 17, 18, 19
"

8-9, 12-13, 15-16, C

20-21
"

1, 2, 5 A

3 B

11-12 C

6-7 E

8-9-1 0 F

MB/Rm. 9 Rooms 8 and 9 spec.

RH/Rm. 9 purpose

DC Special purpose room

Special purpose rooms

SS/Rm. 8 Special purpose rooms

2C2 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30,

32

19, 20, 28, 31

MB/Rm. 1 Room 1, special purpose

WP/Rm. 24

DC Special purpose rooms

2C3 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

26, 27, 29, 30, 32

2, 3, 4, 1 3

21-22, 23-24, 25-26,

29-30, 31-32, 33-34

DC Special purpose rooms

-3M
2C6 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25 A

3-fi ;-<; 7- 9-1 o C



11-12
"

15-16,26-27 D WN/Rm. 16 Special purpose rooms

1-2, 13-14 E Special purpose rooms

20-21-22 E SJ/Rm. 21
Special Purpose rooms

Hl/Rm. 21

CODES FOR SPECIAL INTERIOR FEATURES AT KABAH

DC =

Doorway Columns

HI = Hieroglyphic Inscriptions

LP = Low Platform

MB =

Masonry Bench

PC = Painted Capstone

RH = Red Handprints

SC = Stucco Sculpture

SF = Stone Feet

SJ =

Sculptured Jambs

SL = Sculptured Lintel

SR = Stone Rings

SS = Stone Sculpture

WN = Wall Niche

WP = Wall Painting

SUMMARY OF ROOM TYPES

Type A rooms
- 92

Type B rooms -11

Type C suites - 21 (= 42 rooms)

Type D suites - 2

Type E suites
- 5

Type F suites
- 1
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CODES FOR SPECIAL INTERIOR FEATURES AT KABAH

DC =

Doorway Columns : a?>'::; i*iCi) ia4.\?; ias(^) i

HI =

Hieroglyphic Inscriptions
-

!*/, t*3, ;iS <_<%:

LP = Low Platform - z.c* (*)
MB =

Masonry Bench - ;a^'i:^: '"'7.*! '*.;
PC = Painted Capstone- *%(<
RH = Red Handprints

-

sa.'j -_a.

SC = Stucco Sculpture - x*M 3 , Us*4*!

SF = Stone Feet -

i*ff, ws

SJ =

Sculptured Jambs - :ai ->A3: ii^

SL =

Sculptured Lintel
" ;a;

SR = Stone Rings - \u, ic->>

WN = Wall Niche - T:<--~'-"

WP = Wall Paintings -

*<, *.--- (--*) w.-.'s:
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29. Uxmal, Venus temple, Nunnery Quad., showingf square columns

30. Kabah, Codz-Poop. King of Kabah

31. Kabah, Codz Poop. Central portion, East facade

32. Kabah, Codz Poop. North jamb, Room 21

3V Kabah, Codz Poop. South jamb, Room 21

34. Kabah, Structure 1A1. Stairway on east side and upper level rooms



Architecture at Kabah (cont.)

35. Kabah, Structure 1A1. Zoomorphic mask, Room 21, upper level

36. Kabah, Structure 1A1. Sculptured jamb, Room 21, upper level

37. Kabah, Structure 1A1. Sculptured jamb, Room 21, Upper level

38. Kabah, Structure 1A1. Hieroglyphic inscriptions, North jamb, Room

21

39. Kabah, Structure 2C4 - Plan

40. Chronological chart

41. Kabah, Structure 1A1. Sculptured wooden jamb, Room 5, lower level.

42. Kabah, Structure 2A3. Sculptured jambs

43. Kabah, Codz Poop. Long-nosed masks, west facade

44. Kabah, Codz Poop. Square columns, end room

45. Santa Rosa Xtampak, Three-story Palace. Square columns in end

room

46. Macoba, Structure 2. Square columns, Room 1.

47. Uxmal, West Building, Nunnery Quad. Feathered headdress, upper

facade

48. Uxmal, Adivino Pyramid. Chenes-type mask, Temple IV
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Kabah. Structure 1 B2. View iooking north.
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Kabah. Structure 2B1. View iooking south, sacbe to Nohpat in foreground.
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KABAH. Yucatan
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East Group
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kabah. Yucatan

Site 16Qd[10]: 2

East Group
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After Pollock {1980]
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I I
East Elevation (restored)
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Kabah, Structure I CI. Portion of west facade.
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Kabah, Structure 2C2. South portion of west facade after recent excavation

Kabah, Structure 2C2. North portion of west facade after recent excavation
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Kabah, Structure 2A3. Detail of masks at southeast corner, lower ievei.
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KABAH, Structure 1A1. Detail of corner mask, Room 21, upper level.
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STRUCTURE 2C6 (Codz Poop). East end of north facade (restored)

KABAH, Yucatan

Site: 16Qd(10):2
Structure 2C6

G.F. Andrews, 1993
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Structure 2C6 - east end of north facade (restored) 0 12 3
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STRUCTURE 2C6 - PUN, ROOMS AT NORTH END
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Fig. 29. Uxmal, Nunnery Quadrangle. Venus Temple showing square columns
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KABAH, Codz Poop, east facade. "King of Kabah"
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KABAH, STRUCTURE 2C6 - Central portion of east facade.
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Kabah, Yucatan

Site 16Qd[10): 2

Structure 2C6

South Jamb. Room 2'

After Trik
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Kabah. Yucatan

Site 16Qd(10]: 2

Structure 2CB

North Jamb, Room 2

After Trik
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STRUCTURE 1A1

Plan, Upper Level
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KABAH, Structure 1A1. Remains of masks, N.E. corner, Room 21, upper level

KABAH, Structure 1A1. Detail of corner mask, Room 21, upper level
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KABAH, Structure 1A1. Detail of glyphs, north jamb, room 21

KABAH, Structure 1A1. Detail of glyphs, north jamb, Room 21
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KABAH, Yucatan

Site 16Qd(10):2

Structure 2C4

C.F. Andrews, 1992
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Fig. . Chronological chart showing alternate schemes
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KABAH, Structure 1 Al. Carved wooden beams (Drawing by F. Catherwood)
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Kabah. Yucatan
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Kabah. Yucatan

Site 16Qd[10): 2

Structure 2A3

East Jamb. Room 3

After Poiiock
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KABAH, Codz Poop. Detail of long-nosed masks
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STRUCTURE 2C6 (Codz Poop). Last end of north facade (restored)
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UXMAL Nunnery Quadrangle, West Ruildina. Detail of sculpture over central doorwav
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UXMAL, Temples IV and V, Pyramid of the Magician
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